Complete
line marking,
floor and
ground solutions

www.pl-linemarking.co.uk

Parallel Lines is based in the
West Midlands near Worcester,
close to the M5.

A complete
solution
We are here to help you efficiently manage
the safe movement of vehicles, people and
use of machinery, in all your public and
employee areas.

With many years in the industry,
we’re known and trusted for our
knowledge-driven approach and
the quality of our installations.

Our directional line and ground marking service ensures
your systems and commercial processes run smoothly
and helps you comply with relevant Health & Safety
legislation.

Every company has Health
& Safety requirements and we
work with businesses all over
the UK to alleviate their Health
& Safety challenges and help
them meet compliance.

Shot Blasting
Ground Preparation
Indoor and Outdoor Line Marking
Health and Safety Compliance

An intelligent approach

Clear communication

Understanding your needs

Traffic Flow

Our fully trained team works
alongside you to meet the
real day to day needs of your
environment and address
any issues.

To ensure everything is
delivered as agreed and
meets all your expectations,
we strive to maintain clear
communication at all times.

For example, if your factory
or warehouse runs 24 hours a
day, we will find an installation
solution to minimise downtime.

Reinstatement

This brings you the best layout
for (and the most ergonomic
use of) your indoor and
outdoor spaces.

www.pl-linemarking.co.uk

Working to an agreed and
staged timescale, we may
complete the work in sections,
overnight or during your quieter
periods.

Call us on: 01905 820951

Shot blasting
for ground
and floor
preparation
Cleaning and removal of old concrete
surfaces by shot blasting prepares the
surface to be marked and increases
the lifespan of the markings.
Using an integral vacuum, this dust free process
removes old markings, can add grip and helps the
markings to adhere effectively.
We also use scabbling, diamond grinding or
planing to produce different textures or smooth
out irregularities.

The project was efficiently carried out
under difficult conditions with a high
number of HGV movements on site.
The co-operation and attention to
detail was faultless. We have already
recommended this top-class business.

“We don’t cut
corners!”
www.pl-linemarking.co.uk

Call us on: 01905 820951

Indoor
Line Marking

Outdoor
Line Marking
This can consist of demarcation for
machinery, walkways, storage and
hatched areas.
This gives you clear area allocation for safe and
efficient commercial operation and the movement
of vehicles, machinery and people.
We use one and two pack epoxy line paint, with the
option for slip-resistant coatings, to provide a high
standard surface application for long-term use.

We work with businesses, councils,
retail, leisure and business parks, industrial
estates, railway stations and airports to
provide safety, road and car park markings.
Different outdoor areas require different products
and we use the materials that provide the best
durability and longevity.
These may include hot thermoplastics, cold thermoplastics
(MMA), and single or two pack epoxy line paint, all of
which can have slip-resistant values (SRV) added to them,
as well as other quality surface materials.

Professional and super efficient.
From the moment I first contacted Parallel Lines
I received excellent service. They did exactly
what they promised, worked extremely hard and
the final results are perfect. I cannot recommend
this company highly enough!
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Call us on: 01905 820951

CASE STUDY

Hermes
Delivering efficiency in the warehouse
Hermes Parcelnet Ltd is a major parcel
distribution company operating in the UK
& Europe.
What was the nature of the work carried out
by Parallel Lines?
We required a multitude of Health & Safety line marking
throughout our 250,000sqft workplace. This consisted of
coloured walkways with zebra crossings, fire exit routes,
storage and holding bays as well as other compliance
markings.

Why did you choose Parallel Lines?

Leased
Properties
Our full line marking and ground surface
reinstatement service returns flooring
to its original state after use.
This may be required prior to the end of a lease,
when a rented unit is being returned to a landlord
or when a unit requires unmarked, neutral flooring.
This typically reinstates factory and warehouse
surfaces but is also required at other commercial
locations.
This service can also improve and mark-out flooring
in a newly leased property, prior to occupation.

We had previously used other line marking companies
and the lines didn’t last long enough. At Hermes, we were
looking for a better long-term solution, in both durability
and cost.
Parallel Lines came out to see us and were not at all
phased by the amount of work we required. Having walked
around with us for some time asking the right questions,
they understood our issues. They suggested doing some
trials to see which system worked best. Parallel Lines
provided the time and effort to give us solutions.

What was your experience of working with
Parallel Lines?
Their team has always put safety above all else.
As a business Hermes has to respond to ever changing
demands on their resource and this hasn’t always been
easy for them to carry out their work during our working
hours. Our Rugby Super Hub is a really busy place, but they
understand our environment and just get on with the job.
On occasion we have completely revamped our plans at the
last moment and Parallel Lines were flexible to meet and
exceed our demands. Nothing has been an issue and their
office back-up has proved to be most useful when support
has been needed.

Would you recommend them?
Parallel Lines have been back here several times now and
know the place well. The company is so impressed with
their work and attitude they now fulfil contracts for Hermes
throughout the UK. This requires them to travel from
Scotland to Kent and in-between to service our network.
It’s never too much trouble for these guys. I believe their
motto should be ‘Consider it done!’ and we look forward to
a long and fruitful association as we look to the future.
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The team completed the line marking
in our warehouse, and we are very
pleased with the work. It is so
refreshing to work with a company
that has such great customer care
right at the heart of what they do.
Good job!

Call us on: 01905 820951

CASE STUDY

Birmingham Airport
Working with us

Placing safety first
BHX airport is a major international UK
hub demanding quick turnaround to the
highest quality.

When should you call us in?
Ideally, you will start the conversation with
the Parallel Lines team as early as possible.

The challenge

How we helped

The result

Parallel Lines were asked to
complete work at Birmingham
Airport that included
re-marking the external
baggage-handling route to
re-direct it, as well as indoor
markings at the baggage
collection points.

This work required airside
insurance and parts of it to
be completed at night, both
of which were no problem for
Parallel Lines who will always
complete work to suit the
needs of businesses.

Over the course of a week the
indoor and outdoor work was
completed to the high standard
Parallel Lines are known to
deliver. Additional work is to
be completed at Birmingham
Airport by Parallel Lines as part
of their ongoing development
of the terminal.

A typical lead-in time prior to work starting,
is around two weeks.
For our repeat customers, we schedule all
future updates to ensure their ground and
line markings are maintained to an appropriate
standard.

Get connected
The highly knowledgeable Parallel Lines team
are at the end of the phone to answer any
questions you may have.
The office is staffed 9am to 5pm each weekday,
excluding statutory holidays, so do give us
a call to discuss your requirements.
Please retain this brochure for future reference.
You can also read informative blog updates and
sign up to receive our regular newsletter at:
www.pl-linemarking.co.uk.
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Call us on: 01905 820951

01905 820951

info@pl-linemarking.co.uk
Parallel Lines (Marking) Ltd.
Open Barn Business Centre
Kempsey
Worcestershire WR5 3LW

Accreditations
SafeContractor accredited
ISO 14001 and ISO 9001

